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NEW DATES FOR THE SUMMIT:
FEBRUARY 1-4, 2016
A SPECIAL LETTER FROM STEPHEN HAYES
I am writing to inform you that the dates
of the U.S.-Africa Business Summit have
changed. The primary reason for this
decision is that the African Union has given
us an opportunity to move The U.S.-Africa
Business Summit immediately following
the annual Heads of State meeting in Addis
Ababa, Ethiopia on January 31, 2016.
Therefore, we are rescheduling the Summit
by three months. Our new dates will be
February 1-4, 2016.
The AU’s suggestion to move our program
immediately after their most important
gathering of the year puts us in a better
position to attract select Heads of State
that are important to some of our key
supporters and members in general.
CCA will utilize the additional months to
improve upon our current plans.
The African Union also has a major
Maritime Conference in Lomé scheduled
over our November conference dates.
Rather than having two AU-sanctioned
events compete with one another we
believed then, when the idea was first
broached, and now that the new dates

were more advantageous to us. Major
press will already be in Addis Ababa, as
will many other businesses, and we are
confident we will be able to retain certain
Heads of State for our Summit. There
will also be many key ministers in Addis
Ababa, and in many countries these are as
important as Heads of State, if not more so,
to members interests and concerns.
This is the first time CCA’s 10th Biennial
U.S.-Africa Business Summit will be
hosted in Africa since 2007, and we want
to make it historic. We are confident that
with these new dates we will be able to
attract even more businesses, investors and
entrepreneurs. We felt this opportunity was
too advantageous to pass on.
Thank you for your continued support and
I look forward to seeing you in Addis.
Sincerely,
Stephen Hayes
President and CEO
The Corporate Council on Africa

Last month, the latest
rendition of the
African Growth and
Opportunity Act was
passed. Essentially,
AGOA with some
modifications
and hopefully
improvements has
been given 10 more
years to work for
Africa-US trade. It
was both important
Stephen Hayes
and good that it
passed. AGOA remains a benchmark of US
legislation solely dedicated to Africa. Had
it not passed, our relations with African
nations would have taken several steps
backwards. It was, after all, the only major
legislation ever passed solely dedicated
to the economic welfare of Africa. What
would it have said to Africa if we had let
AGOA expire? Plenty, and none of it good.
The bottom line message would have been
interpreted, unfairly I believe, as “America
doesn’t care about Africa.” The work to
undo such a public relations fiasco would
have taken years. We are more than grateful
that AGOA passed, for the Corporate
Council on Africa has been involved in
AGOA every year since its passage. We
would not like to look back and say our
own work was in vain.
The “secret” about AGOA, however, is that
it has been far more effective in helping
shape political policies than economic
ones in Africa. Not many countries have
benefitted economically from AGOA, a fact
well-known, but spoken far less, and those
that have done so have had the benefit of a
developed infrastructure and transportation
system that makes it economically feasible
to ship to the United States at lower costs
than is the norm in Africa. AGOA is not
likely to work much better for the next
few years until major challenges such
as infrastructure, including the lack of
electrical power, the sorry state of most
ports on the continent, and good roads
to get products to market efficiently, are
addressed. There are also issues of erratic
customs procedures and collections, little
Continued on page 7...

CCA ANSWERS FAQs ON THE SUMMIT IN ADDIS
DEVELOPING
AGRICULTURAL VALUE Why Should I Attend the Summit?
If you are looking to enter the African
CHAINS IN AFRICA
market or expand your business on the
continent, you won’t want to miss the U.S.FOR SOY PROTEIN
Africa Business Summit. In February, more
On July 17, Jim Hershey, executive director
of the World Initiative for Soy in Human
Health (WISHH) at the American Soybean
Association spoke to the Agribusiness
Working Group on developing agricultural
value chains in Africa for soy protein to
improve health, nutrition and food security.
Mr. Hershey opened his presentation by
stating that since 1990 global demand
for soybean is up 171 percent, outpacing
demand for two principal food crops: corn
(104 percent) and wheat (26 percent).
If this trend continues, the world will
need 80 million metric tons of additional
soybeans in a decade. Processing facilities
for soymeal for poultry/livestock feed and
aquaculture, soy flour and isolates for
soy-enhanced meat analogues, soy oil
used in baked goods and soymilk for dairy
and beverages is enhancing economic
growth. In Africa, economic development
and population growth is contributing
to increased demand for poultry meat.
Imports of poultry meat have increased
since demand cannot be satisfied through
domestic production. USDA programs
help WISHH promote soy meal and feed
programs in West Africa, increasing the
efficiencies of African poultry producers.
Other examples include Senegal, where
defatted soy flour is combined with wheat
flour in bread, and in Ghana where
locally-produced soymilk is being sold by
vendors to consumers. Africa represents
opportunities for business development
along the full value chain for soy, including
production, drying equipment, processing/
cleaning, training of workers, grain
standards focusing on food safety, quality
and nutrition and African-made products
soy products. In Ghana, WISHH sees an
opportunity to bring together agricultural
development, economic and social
development and commercial market
development. WISHH is a firm believer
that sustainability will be achieved through
private sector engagement.

than 1,000 private sector and government
representatives from Africa, the United
States, Europe, Asia and the Middle East
will convene with the common goal of
networking and expanding their knowledge
on investment opportunities.

What Education and Insight will be
offered?

How will the 2016 Summit be
different?
The 10th Biennial U.S.-Africa Business
Summit will be held in Africa for the
first time since 2007.The Summit will
immediately follow the AU’s annual Heads
of State meeting in Addis, and will provide
the ideal setting to build new partnerships
and expand your business.

We have invited experts in agribusiness,
energy, finance, health, security,
infrastructure, trade facilitation and
capacity building working in diverse
African economies to provide their
pragmatic insight on what you need to
achieve your business goals.
You also have an opportunity to dictate a
segment of the agenda. If you have a topic
that you would like to facilitate in a peerto-peer session, please send an email to
summit@africacncl.org. The email should
include a description of your topic and who
you propose to facilitate the discussion.
Peer-to-peer sessions are small (maximum
30 people), informal group discussions.

What is the best way to take advantage
of Ethiopia as a business destination?
Ethiopia has been highlighted as the
destination for business at the World
Economic Forum, Africa in June. Spend
an afternoon touring a textile factory area
accompanied by the venue’s operational
staff. Site visits will accommodate small
groups to facilitate discussion and
exchange of ideas. Separate registration will
be required for these visits. Additional site
visits are being planned.

Getting to Addis Ababa
What is the best way to take advantage
of the networking opportunities?
Daily beverage breaks, luncheons and two
evening events are included with your
registration fee. In addition, we will be
launching an app which will allow you to
find and schedule meetings with potential
business partners and investors.
You can also put your business front and
center at the Summit. Please see our
sponsorship opportunities on our website
www.summit.africacncl.org.
Would you like to schedule a side-meeting
during the Summit? In order to take
advantage of the fact that a large group
of business leaders and advocates will
be in attendance, we are facilitating your
committee meeting or side meeting. Side
meetings must be approved by the Summit
Director. Please send your request to Carla
Battle on cbattle@africacncl.org.

Ethiopian Airlines is the Summit’s official
airline. To book your travel for the Summit,
please email your Summit travel agent
WASCTO@ethiopianairlines.com. A list of
hotels can be found on the Summit website.
We also invite you to take advantage of
your travel to Ethiopia. On our website,
www.summit.africacncl.org is a list of pre
and post tour opportunities for Ethiopia,
Kenya, Tanzania and Uganda. Looking for
something different? These are just samples
of the many itineraries that are available
to you. Please contact the tour operator to
discuss your perfect holiday.

L-R: Patricia Sheikh, Jim Hershey and Robert C. Perry
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Paul Hinks and H.E. President Buhari at the business
roundtable session.

The Corporate Council on Africa is proud
to announce the CCA tender portal. The
web portal is designed to support the
procurement process and showcase real
time investment opportunities for interested
companies. Through the web portal,
companies can locate and inquire about
open tenders. The portal currently allows
companies to search by sector, country or
keywords. Each month, CCA updates the
database with new business opportunities.
The database is updated from a variety of
sources focused on Africa including The
World Bank, The African Development
Bank, Millennium Challenge Corporation,
U.S. Trade and Development Agency,
African Embassies, private companies and
more.

Stephen Hayes, CCA President and CEO, and Paul
Hinks, Chairman, CCA welcome H.E. President
Muhammadu Buhari to the Dinner in his honor.

CCA AND THE
U.S. CHAMBER OF
COMMERCE HOST
DINNER FOR THE
PRESIDENT OF NIGERIA
On July 20, The Corporate Council on
Africa (CCA), in coordination with the
U.S. Chamber of Commerce (USCC), had
the honor and distinct privilege of hosting
H.E. Muhammadu Buhari, president of
the Federal Republic of Nigeria. To begin
the night, President Buhari attended a
special business roundtable session. He
and his permanent secretaries spoke to
several key U.S. and Nigerian companies
about the need to collaborate and increase
investments in Nigeria.
Following the business roundtable session,
the official dinner provided an opportunity
for President Buhari to discuss Nigeria’s
role in increased U.S. trade relationships in
Africa. During President Buhari’s keynote
address, he pointed out the corruption and
other economic issues plaguing Nigeria.
He also noted that Nigeria has more
resources than just oil, and encouraged
companies to partner with Nigeria to help
diversify its economy. President Buhari also
reiterated some of his campaign goals such
as generating employment and fighting
Boko Haram. The dinner was attended
by numerous business and government
leaders, from Nigeria and the United States,
seeking to increase investment and business
opportunities.
Elected earlier this year, President Buhari
made history in Nigeria by becoming
the first opposition candidate to defeat
an incumbent. The president looks to
strengthen bilateral trade relations with
the United States and Nigeria. The dinner
hosted by CCA and USCC was an important
step towards achieving stronger bilateral
government and business relationships by
creating avenues for discussion between
U.S. and Nigerian businesses.
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PROMOTING INVESTMENT
IN AFRICA THROUGH
CCA’S TENDER PORTAL

H.E. President Buhari gives keynote address.

Stephen Hayes thanks H.E. President Buhari at the
podium before giving closing remarks.
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The published tenders cover a diverse range
of sectors and regions across Africa. The
web portal is another example of CCA’s
commitment to building strong partnerships
between U.S. and African businesses and
governments. Through CCA’s partnerships
and broad range of contacts, the tender
portal can serve as a powerful tool to
provide companies with a one-stop-shop
resource for sourcing and exporting. In the
future, CCA intends to use the portal to also
provide key information on Power Africa
and Trade Africa respectfully.
For more information or to search for
tenders and/or submit project opportunities,
please visit www.power-trade.africacncl.
org/Tenders or email Morayor Essieh at
messieh@africacncl.org or Lloyd Jameson
at ljameson@africacncl.org.

THE PRIVATE
SECTOR’S ROLE
IN FIGHTING
SEXUAL VIOLENCE
IN THE DRC

INVESTMENT AND PARTNERSHIP OPPORTUNITIES
TO DELIVER ENERGY TO NIGERIA

On July 21, The Corporate Council on
Africa and Power Africa co-hosted a Power
working group with the Nigerian Federal
Ministry of Power that featured prominent
U.S. and Nigerian government officials and
business leaders to discuss opportunities
and challenges in Nigeria’s energy sector.
The working group titled, “Investing
in Nigeria’s Power Sector” focused on
On July 16, CCA’s
Democratic Republic Nigeria’s power sector reforms that
include structural and regulatory changes
of the Congo
to incentivize investment and created
Working Group
an insightful and informative discussion
hosted a roundtable
amongst the audience and panelists. The
discussion with
event allowed participants in the forum
Jeannine Mabunda
to discuss key mechanisms that can help
Lioko, personal
facilitate investment and partnership
representative of
opportunities within the Nigerian energy
the president of
sector.
the Democratic
Republic of the
The distinguished panelists led a lively
Congo in charge
discussion on topics including off-grid
Jeannine Mabunda Lioko of the fight against
and renewable energy projects, improving
sexual violence and
grid optimization, and the benefits of
child recruitment. Ms. Mabunda Lioko
partnering with Power Africa. Participants
announced the change from an “army of
heard from U.S. government and business
war” into an “army of peace” by curbing
leaders, including Power Africa Transaction
sexual violence and child recruitment made Advisor Mr. David Hunt. Following Mr.
possible through the efforts of the people
Hunt’s speech, many Nigerian and U.S.
of DRC after a nearly 20-year conflict in
businesses engaged Mr. Hunt for more
the country. DRC now has a child-free
information on how to partner with Power
army after the separation of 46,000 child
Africa to facilitate their investments and
soldiers from the army. One of the DRC
projects in Nigeria. The CEO of SkyPower
government partners, UNICEF, went to
Global, Mr. Kerry Adler, gave a passionate
the more sensitive areas of the country to
speech about SkyPower’s challenges in
ensure that no child was in the army. Ms.
implementing its MOU for 3,000 MW of
Mabunda Lioko also noted that, as women solar PV projects in Delta State. Mr. Adler
represent more than 50 percent of the
suggested Nigeria appoint investment
DRC’s population, it will be risky if nothing “ambassadors” to facilitate market entry for
is done to protect their rights. She pointed
developers. Additionally, CCA Chairman
out that the government of DRC is taking a and CEO of Symbion Power, Mr. Paul Hinks
step-by-step approach to tackle this issue.
described Symbion’s investment in, and
One example is the recent appointment
profitable exit from, Nigeria’s power sector.
of three women generals in the army by
He also addressed the constraints in gas
President Kabila. One of the generals is
supply to power plants due to inadequate
at the head of the training center of the
infrastructure, non-commercial gas prices,
army, which she noted, “is proof that the
and pipeline vandalism, which he expects
army is embracing the plan to fight sexual
the new Administration to address. Tope
violence reviewed by the United Nations.” Shonubi, director and co-founder of Sahara
In addition, Ms. Mabunda concluded
Power Group, discussed the business
by explaining that since the awareness
challenges he overcame in buying the Ikeja
campaign was launched, through text
DISCO, including acquiring ownership of a
messaging and other medium, more
gas producer to ensure fuel to his imbedded
women and men alike are speaking out as
generation plant.
witnesses of these horrific acts.

CCA would like to thank the many panelists
that made the event successful, especially
those from the Nigerian government
including, Permanent Secretary for the
Federal Ministry of Power, Amb. (Dr.)
Godknows B. Igali, and Permanent
Secretary for the Federal Ministry of
Agriculture and Rural Development,
Arc. Sonny S.T. Echono. The government
officials acknowledged the need for more
transparency and stated their desire to
work hard to fulfill their promise. CCA
would also like to thank our moderator,
CEO of KAIROS TechnoSolutions Limited,
Mr. Olajuwon Olaleye for his role in
administering this interactive roundtable
discussion. With more than 150 people
in attendance, the working group led to
invaluable connections and partnerships –
enabling participants to better understand
the investment climate in Nigeria’s energy
sector and how best to utilize Power Africa.
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CCA BOARD
OF DIRECTORS
Randy Broiles
ExxonMobil Production Company
Carolyn Campbell
Emerging Capital Partners
Antony Cook
Microsoft
Aliko Dangote
Dangote Industries Limited
Michael Dignam, Chairman Emeritus
The Corporate Council on Africa
Joe Edge
Star Building Systems
HEALTHY OUTCOMES POSSIBLE FROM CORPORATE Tony O. Elumelu
Heirs Holdings Limited
AND NON-PROFIT NGO PARTNERSHIPS
Stephen Hayes
The Corporate Council on Africa
On July 21, CCA’s Health Working Group
they were able to work with NGO partners
Paul Hinks
hosted a panel entitled “Deriving Value from
including CCA member Jhpiego to turn the
Corporate Partnerships,” highlighting the
Alcoa-supported literacy centers into Ebola
Symbion Power
mutual benefits from partnerships between
education centers, along with many other
Jay Ireland
corporations and non-profit NGOs. CCA was
interventions to stem the tide of the epidemic. General Electric
honored to host Dr. David Barash, executive
Mr. Person highlighted Jay Johnson
director of global health programs and
that corporateChevron Corporation
chief medical officer at the GE Foundation,
NGO partnerships
Jude Kearney
Felicia Bayer, director
have value for both
Greenberg Traurig LLP
of health at Alcoa,
partners, and that
international project
much of what Johnson William Killeen
development and
ACROW Bridge
& Johnson does in
asset management,
this regard stems
Dan P. Kravets
and Conrad Person,
from their corporate
Freeport-McMoRan Inc.
director of corporate
credo. They partner
Gachao Kiuna
contributions at
with CCA member
TransCentury Limited
Johnson & Johnson
Humana People to
(J&J). Tina Flores,
Philip de Leon
People on education
vice president of
AGCO Corporation
and
HIV
prevention
Conrad Person
external engagement
and treatment
Jabu Mabuza
and communications
projects across the continent. The metrics
Telkom
at Rabin Martin,
and documentation from Humana People to
Tom McDonald
David Barash
moderated the session. People help J&J to speak in a more defined
BakerHostetler
Dr. Barash said that the GE Foundation
way about their impact. He also noted the
David Picard
takes great care to choose the best partner
improvement of employee engagement that
available, doing “due diligence” on all
can come from corporate social responsibility Caterpillar
Bobby Pittman
potential partners. He also noted that
partnerships, which related directly to higher
partnerships can vary in complexity. The GE
levels of staff retention.
Kupanda Capital
Foundation partnership with CCA member
Tarek Rabah
In selecting the right partners, all three
Project HOPE was a relatively straightforward speakers highlighted the need for both
AstraZeneca
donation of “clinics in a can” – pre-fab
organizations’ goals and cultures to align.
Raymond Rawlins
clinics complete with
Mr. Person emphasized the need for both
The Corporate Council on Africa
lab capabilities –
quantitative and qualitative results, saying
Gilberto Rodrigues
which Project HOPE
they believe there are “no stories without
Mota-Engil Africa
operated as part of
numbers, and no numbers without stories.”
the Ebola response.
João Miguel Santos
When selecting priorities, all three focus
The GE Foundation’s
The Boeing Company
on the companies’ existing strengths and
partnerships in
Michael Spivey
support of safe surgery where they have teams in place. They also
emphasized the need for corporations to listen Walmart
systems involve many
Jeffrey L. Sturchio
and learn from their partners on the ground.
partners and funders,
Rabin Martin
When discussing the wide variety of types of
and might be more
partnerships and partners, Dr. Barash noted
accurately described
Stanislav (Standa) Vecera
that companies may be missing opportunities Procter & Gamble
as “alliances” rather
with private-private partnerships on health
than “partnerships,”
Gilles de Vignemont
Felicia Bayer
issues. Ms. Bayer said that corporate-NGO
said Dr. Barash.
PricewaterhouseCoopers
partnerships fill a different need than
Ms. Bayer, who was representing the views of government-NGO partnerships, saying that
Earl Young
both the Alcoa Foundation and the company, the “public sector provides the strategy” to
Boulle Mining Group
highlighted their longstanding commitment
to the communities in which they work,
such as the Boké region in Guinea. There,
5

tackle complex issues, while corporate-NGO
partnerships “fill in the gaps.”
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THE MIND OF
THE AFRICAN
STRONGMAN

CCA MEMBER PROFILES

AN APPRECIATION OF THE
DIPLOMATIC WORK OF
AMB. COHEN TO AFRICA

Afro Tourism is a leading digital media
and publishing company that specializes
in providing dynamic travel and tourism
With The Mind
information about Africa (54 countries) and
of the African
Strongman, Herman its surrounding islands (nine islands).
J. Cohen, career
Via its interactive and user-friendly website,
ambassador and
resourceful print publications and e-travel
former Assistant
guides, Afro Tourism has been showcasing
Secretary of State,
the enormous yet untapped potential of
takes a look at
Africa, perhaps the world’s most diversified
what has helped
and culturally rich continent, as a
and what has
destination of choice for travel and tourism,
hindered, economic whether for business or pleasure.
development and
Although relatively young, Afro Tourism
democracy in Africa has taken giant strides in promoting
since the end of
tourism in mainland Africa and the nearby
colonialism.
Despite access to vast natural resources and
decades of international development aid,
Vital Capital Fund
why have so many African countries failed
is a $350 million
to keep the promises made to their people?
private equity fund
With wit and a sharp analytical eye,
that invests in
Ambassador Cohen reflects on nearly
opportunities, which
four decades of work throughout the
simultaneously
continent, sharing stories of his personal
enhance the
encounters with some of Africa’s most
quality of life of
legendary leaders. From Nelson Mandela
communities in
to Muammar Gaddafi, Cohen gives readers
rapidly developing
a never-before-seen look at the men who
nations, primarily in
defined modern Africa, as well as a behindSub-Saharan
Africa,
while
also delivering
the-scenes account of dealing with U.S.
attractive
financial
returns
for investors.
presidents, secretaries of state, and other
Sub-Saharan
Africa’s
growth
over the past
key leaders shaping U.S. foreign policy
decade
has
been
extensively
chronicled.
toward Africa in the post-colonial/Cold War
A
litany
of
reports,
articles
and
studies tout
era.
the impressive developments enabled by
Ambassador Cohen’s historical analysis
a significantly more stable political and
shows how today’s African leaders can
economic landscape and an increasingly
fulfill the continent’s economic and
successful conversion of natural resources
democratic potential.
into important national assets and critical
infrastructure. Vital’s seasoned team has
The Mind of the African Strongman is
over 30 years of successful ‘on-the-ground’
available on www.amazon.com.
experience in Africa across a wide range

islands, for non-Africans to re-discover
Africa and enjoy her pristine beauty
and warm hospitality. Afro Tourism has
equally embarked on a strong campaign
to raise awareness among local Africans
by encouraging them to travel within and
around Africa for their leisure trips and
vacations to experience something fresh
about their ‘familiar’ environment.
To achieve these, Afro Tourism has been
working with various tourism boards,
tour operators and service providers, as
well as with a network of stakeholders
and resourceful individuals to explore
ways of maximizing the tourism potential
in popular destinations across Africa,
while also exploring ways of developing
opportunities in untapped locations.
Afro Tourism is a member of UN World
Tourism Organization (UNWTO), Africa
Travel Association (ATA) and the Nigerian
Tourism Development Corporation (NTDC).
For more information, visit:
www.afrotourism.com or contact
info@afrotourism.com.
of industries. Having successfully deployed
billions of dollars in hundreds of largescale infrastructure ventures, the Vital team
brings a vast network of key relationships
to the Fund. Vital’s primary investment
interest is the development of infrastructure.
Vital broadens its investment prospects by
focusing on urban, large-scale, communityintegrated housing concepts and initiating
fully integrated agro-industrial solutions,
as well as giving particular emphasis to
education and healthcare. In addition to
these important sectors, the fund also seeks
to invest in other large-scale infrastructure
projects of national importance. This
intersection of need, opportunity and
experience creates enormous potential for
Vital to ‘Invest for Impact’: simultaneously
providing tangible improvements in the
quality of life of local populations while
providing investors with attractive financial
returns.
For further information visit
www.vital-capital.com.

AFRICAN INFRASTRUCTURE INVESTMENT SURVEY
The African Development Bank-based
Infrastructure Consortium for Africa (ICA)
has launched a new survey, which aims
to capture private sector views on the
challenges of financing and implementing
infrastructure projects in Africa.
Managed by Cross-border Information
(CbI), the survey will complement ICA’s
established work tracking the public sector
financing trends of its members (which
include the G7 countries, South Africa,

the EC, World Bank Group and African
Development Bank).
The survey is aimed at all private sector
participants in infrastructure projects –
equity investors, lenders and professional
services providers. Results will be published
and shared with participants in the fourth
quarter of 2015. Read more.
For each of the first 200 completed and
verified survey responses CbI will donate
The Africa e Journal
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$10 to the charity Practical Action.
Please take part in the survey - it should
only take a few minutes. You may skip
any questions that are not relevant to you.
(Information will be used and displayed
only in an aggregated form. Individual
responses will remain confidential.)
For any queries about the survey, please
contact Nick Carn at
nick@cbi-research.com.

TRANSITIONS

CCA welcomes new member Index Brook
Limited.

RECENT EVENTS

PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE ...continued from front page.
harmonization of trading laws and codes
among countries and the harmonization
of transportation systems that are making
AGOA more a political than an economic
success.
Most African emissaries will tell you, if
in a private conversation, and a growing
number will tell you publicly, that AGOA
has not yet worked for them. For countries
such as South Africa, Kenya and Ethiopia,
who have more relatively advanced
infrastructure systems, and those with
strong textile and apparel industries AGOA
has worked, though much of the latter are
Asian-owned factories. China is locating
textile plants in Ethiopia and one can
expect Ethiopia’s numbers under AGOA to
sharply rise over the next three years. Some
American companies are now showing
an interest in Ethiopia as the country is
improving its road infrastructure to a level
better than most countries on the continent,
and its airline is becoming a major carrier
throughout the continent and beyond. It
is also improving its access to electrical
power which means fewer blackouts and
improved IT, although the country is still
reluctant to allow too much information
to flow freely over the net. There is plenty
of blame for the failure of AGOA to meet
its potential and much of it is in Africa, but
finding fault at this stage is both futile and
self-defeating. AGOA still has a chance to
succeed over the next 10 years.
banner_ad:Banner_ad_africa
1/10/12
AGOA has been
more effective in helping
to shape political improvements, but

that effectiveness will also wane unless
countries see more economic benefit from
AGOA than they have until now. The test
of AGOA will not be the next five years,
as there still needs to be vast changes in
access to infrastructure and information
throughout the continent. The test of
AGOA and its final legacy will be the last
five years of AGOA when Africa may have
far more electrical power, when roads
and ports are improved and when greater
harmony in customs and trade regulations
are in place. If AGOA ultimately meets
most of its potential, then any number of
Presidents and legislators can take credit
for making a difference for Africa and for
trade with the United States. In these next
five years, Africa will need to make the
improvements that will foster far greater
trade among its fellow nations and with the
United States and the rest of the world. If
they do, they will see more US companies
invest in their markets and their future. This
is already starting to happen. This month,
Ford announced that they will build a
factory to produce Ford Rangers in Nigeria.
They are looking at other countries as well.
This could only be the beginning for many
major companies in their engagement with
Africa.
The next five years should not focus on
whether AGOA is working or not, but
whether we collectively are doing all we
can to see that its mission is met 10 years
from now. We hope that is the case.
1:08 PM Page 1

NOW IS THE TIME TO
INVEST IN AFRICA
“Global executives and investors cannot
afford to ignore the continent’s immense
potential. Today the rate of return on
foreign investment in Africa is higher
than any other developing region.”
— McKinsey Global Institute
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7/14: CCA’s Equatorial Guinea Working
Group Meeting
7/15: CCA’s DRC Working Group presents
“The Private Sector’s Role in Fighting
Sexual Violence in the DRC” with guest
speaker Jeannine Mabunda Lioko, Personal
Representative of the President of the
Democratic Republic of the Congo in
Charge of the Fight Against Sexual Violence
and Child Recruitment
7/16: CCA presents a briefing on President
Obama’s upcoming travel to Kenya and
Ethiopia by Grant Harris, Special Assistant
to the President and Senior Director for
African Affairs at the White House
7/16: CCA’s Trade Facilitation Working
Group Meeting
7/17: CCA’s Agribusiness Working Group
presents Soy Protein to Build Value Chains
with guest speaker Jim Hershey, Executive
Director WISHH Program, American
Soybean Association
7/20: The U.S. Chamber of Commerce and
CCA host dinner in honor of Muhammadu
Buhari, President of the Federal Republic of
Nigeria
7/21: CCA’s Nigeria and Power Working
Groups present “Investing in Nigeria’s
Power Sector” and “A Luncheon
Conversation with Nigerian Governors”
including the participation of the governors
of six Nigerian states
7/30: CCA’s DRC Working Group presents
“The State of Affairs in the DRC” with guest
speaker James Swan, U.S. Ambassador to
The Democratic Republic of Congo

ABOUT US
The Corporate
Council on Africa
(CCA) is a nonprofit,
membershipbased organization
established in 1993
to promote business
and investment
between the United
States and the nations of Africa. CCA
is the premier American organization
devoted to U.S.-Africa business
relations and includes as members
more than 185 companies, which
represent nearly 85 percent of total U.S.
private sector investments in Africa.
CCA’s members range from America’s
smallest to largest corporations. They
represent a diverse pool of industries
from Africa’s most promising sectors,
including agribusiness, capacity
building, energy, finance, health, ICT,
infrastructure and security.

MEMBERS OF THE CORPORATE COUNCIL ON AFRICA
ABB, Inc.
ACADEMI
ACDI/VOCA
Acrow Bridge
Adepetun Caxton-Martins Agbor & Segun
AECOM
Aeolus Kenya Limited
Africa Atlantic
Africa Business Portal
Africa Confidential
Africa Continental Holdings
Afro Tourism West Africa Limited
AGCO Corporation
Aiteo Group
Akin Gump Strauss Hauer & Feld LLP
Albright Stonebridge Group
AllAfrica Global Media
Alphabet Energy
Alpine Investments
Amarante UK Ltd.
American Cancer Society
Anadarko Petroleum Corporation
Ascot Company
Asoko Insight
Association of Equipment Manufacturers
AstraZeneca
Atlantic Energy
Baker Hostetler, LLP
Bechtel Ltd.
Black & Veatch
Boulle Mining Group
Business Books International
CAMAC International
Caterpillar, Inc.
Chariot Company Ltd.
Chevron Corporation
Citi
CNFA
Cohen & Woods International
Colgate-Palmolive
Computer Frontiers
Consolidated Contractors Company (C.C.C.)
Contemporary Group
ContourGlobal
Covington & Burling, LLP
CTG Global
DAI
Dangote Group
Delphos International
Dentons US LLP
Development Finance International
DLA Piper, LLP
DLR Group
EAI Information Systems
Edelman
EleQtra

Elizabeth Glaser Pediatric AIDS Foundation
Emerging Capital Partners
Endeavor Energy Holdings LLC
Energy Resources Group
Engility Corporation
ERHC Energy, Inc.
ERM
Essex Construction
Ethiopian Airlines
Exchange Data International
ExxonMobil Corporation
Fayus, Inc.
FELTT
FMR Consulting, Inc.
Ford Motor Company
Freeport-McMoRan
Freshfields Bruckhaus Deringer US, LLP
Fyodor Biotechnologies Corporation
General Electric Company
GeoPoll
Global Business School Network
Global Spectrum Energy Services, Ltd.
GoodWorks International
GrainPro, Inc.
GreenbergTraurig, LLP
Groupe Jeune Afrique
Hart Security
Heirs Holdings
Hess Corporation
Humana People to People
IBM
Inchcape Shipping Services
Index Brook Limited
Initiative for Global Development
Inspired Interfaces
International Conservation Caucus Foundation
International Green Structures
Investment Climate Facility for Africa
IREX
Iroko Capital
Iroko Pharmaceuticals, LLC
Jefferson Waterman International
JHPIEGO
Khafra Engineering Consultants
Kosmos Energy
KPMG South Africa
KRL International LLC
Kupanda Capital
Law Offices of Kenneth G. Hurwitz
Lazare Kaplan International, Inc.
MacLean Power Systems
Manchester Trade
Marathon Oil Company
McLarty Associates
Medtronic
Michael Baker International

Microsoft Corporation
Minority Business Development Agency
Mota-Engil Africa
NBA South Africa Basketball
Noble Energy, Inc.
Novus International
One Thousand & One Voices
Pan African Capital Group
Petrolin Group
Philip Morris International
Phillips Consulting Limited
Pioneer Energy
Platinum GlobalRE
Polsinelli, PC
PricewaterhouseCoopers, LLP
Procter & Gamble
Project HOPE
R.S Logistical Solutions
Rabin Martin
Safari Capital Limited
Shell Oil Company
SkyPower Services ULC
Snotec Facilities Engineering Ltd.
SOC
South African Airways
Southern Star Shipping Company
Standard Bank of South Africa
Star Building Systems
Sunrock Institute
Symbion Power
Telkom SA
The Africa-America Institute
The Boeing Company
The Bridges Institute
The Coca Cola Company
The Sunderland Association Football Club
The Whitaker Group
TransCentury
TSM Corporation
TUSKON
U.S. Africa Development Foundation
U.S. Pharmacopeial Convention
United Africa Group
United Bank for Africa
VAALCO Energy, Inc.
Varian Medical Systems
VeraDaniel & Company
Visa, Inc.
Vital Capital Fund
Walmart
World Cocoa Foundation
Yazmi USA, LLC
Zenith Bank
Zephyr Management
*List as of July 2015
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KEEP UP WITH ALL THE LATEST CCA NEWS AND EVENTS!
twitter.com/corpcnclafrica
facebook.com/CorporateCouncilonAfrica
linkedin.com/company/corporate-council-on-africa
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